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Boundaries of family firm RESEARCH? 

What do our own theoríes tell us about our 

own field (family firm research)? 
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Why should we care at all about boundaries of family firm 

research? 

Oxford Dictionaries; Thesaurus.com 

Family Firm 

Research 

“Broader field” 

Boundaries are an important 

determinant of (organizational) identity: 

“Who we are as a [research field]” and 

what is “central, distinctive, and 

enduring” to us (Albert & Whetten, 

1985). 

As such, they likely define of: 

(1) What research we do 

(2) How we do research 
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So what are the boundaries of family firm research? 

Family firm? 

0 results! 

„No home, no 

boundaries, no 

identity“ ? 

Second try: 

Maybe we set our 

boundaries “to the 

exploration of the 

dynamics of family-

controlled enterprise, 

including firms ranging in 

size from the very large 

to the relatively small.”  

? 
(taken from “about” section of FBR)  

First try: the AoM 

1 
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Implications of boundary setting: A (true) tale from Scotland 

Porac, J. F., Thomas, H., & Baden‐Fuller, C. (1989). Competitive 

groups as cognitive communities: The case of Scottish knitwear 

manufacturers. Journal of Management Studies, 26(4), 397-416. 

 

1 

Cognitive microfoundations of 

strategy: Indviduals create their 

(mental) cognitive communities 

that subsequently shape their 

(strategic) actions 
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Initial situation: “Cognitive communities” of Scottish knitwear 

manufacturers 

Porac et al. 1989 

1 
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Cognitive communities of family firm researchers? 

Business and Economics 

Management 

Innovation 

Family Firms 

Entrepreneurship 

Startups 

Marketing 

Family Firm Cognitive 

Community 

FB 

Scholar 

1 

FB 
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FB 
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3 

• Whom do we see as “relevant community”? 

• Who is the benchmark for the quality and 

contribution of our studies? 

• Where do we want to contribute to? 

1 
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Characterizations and implications of the cognitive 

communities in the Scottish knitwear industry 
1 

Definition of competitors vs collaboration? 

Benchmark for standards and innovation? 

Definition of success?  

Characterization of competitive advantage? 

Sources of inspiration? 

Porac, J. F., 

Thomas, H., & 

Baden‐Fuller, C. 

(2011). 

Competitive 

groups as 

cognitive 

communities: The 

case of Scottish 

knitwear 

manufacturers 

revisited. Journal 

of Management 

Studies, 48(3), 

646-664. 
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So what are the options for family firm research based on 

research of cognitive communities? 

“Narrow cognitive community.” 

Short term route to success. 

Needed to refine knowledge in 

community.  

“Broad cognitive community.” 

Long term route to success? 

Transformation of knowledge to 

“competitors further away” 

Option 1 

Option 2 

1 

Ambidextrous 

approach? 

 

(Tushman & O‘Reilly, 1996 

and many other publications 

on organizational 

ambidexterity) 
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Potential avenues for further research 

 What are the non-financial goals of non-family managers in 

non-family firms and how do they affect firm behavior? 

 Which key success factors of succession identified by family 

firm research can be transferred to non-family firms and vice 

versa? Can we ultimately come up with an integrated model? 

 What insights of family firm research can be transferred to 

organizations such as NGOs or social enterprises? 

 Family owners often act as “dedicated” or “informed” owners 

and have specific monitoring capabilities. (How) can other 

owners learn this? Can they also learn to build up a “family firm 

culture”? 

1 
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Boundaries in how to do family firm research? 2 

Methodology 

„AMJ does not 

publish meta-

analyses“ (meta-

analysis expert) 

„Experiments are not 

suitable for family firm 

research“ (reviewer) 

Measurement 

„Only small firms / 

firms with at least two 

family members / 

later generation / with 

family in 

management are true 

family firms“ (lots of 

practitioners) 

Theory 

„You cannot publish 

family firm research 

in AMR“ (colleague, 

in 2011) 

„If you need more 

than one theory, AMJ 

will not accept your 

paper“ (colleague in 

2013) 

Mostly implicit/tacit 

knowledge, „rules of 

thumb.“ Often good, but 

really always? 
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Family firm research – a multi-theoretical approach! 2 

N. Kammerlander, P. Sieger, W. Voordeckers, T. Zellweger. 2015, in press. Value creation in family 

firms: A model of fit. Journal of Family Business Strategy.  
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Open research questions at the nexuses of the model 

 How do family firm owners and managers coordinate their 

goals, their resources, and their structures? 

 How are goals, resources, and structures affected by the 

institutional context, i.e. by law, labor markets,…? 

 How do family firm owners coordinate their firm governance, 

owner governance, family governance, and wealth 

governance? 

 Not only: What governance structures do family firms install? 

But also: When do they install them and how do they install 

them? 

 

2 
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Summary 

 Boundaries of family firm research narrow our view and limit 

our opportunities for contribution 

 

 Applying our own theories to our own field might be a helpful 

approach to avoid pitfalls such as too narrow cognitive 

communities 

 

 Implicit knowledge is not always a source of competitive 

advantage 
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ATTENTION! 

QUESTIONS? 

 

 

 

nadine.kammerlander@unisg.ch 

Twitter: @NKammerlander 


